
When you hear the word ‘rhinoplasty’, you
generally think of patients who seek corrective
surgery for a nose that is overly wide or bulbous.

Less commonly do you hear of people who seek treatment
for a long nose, though this condition can have a serious
impact on the patient's facial proportions.

Sydney plastic surgeon Dr Warwick Nettle says he
generally recommends corrective surgery on patients
whose noses are around one-half the length of the entire
length of their face, as opposed to the proportion of one-
third that is generally evident with the majority of faces.

'The defining feature is a long septum,' Dr Nettle says.
'A long nose can create facial disharmony because the
proportional relationship of the bridge of the nose to the tip
is completely askew. What's more, these patients also
generally have a drooping tip, which is emphasised when
they smile.'

Dr Nettle says that careful patient selection for corrective
surgery for a long nose – or any form of rhinoplasty - is
critical in order to avoid performing unnecessary surgery.
'The best patients are generally those who are well-

adjusted in other areas of their life and who really want to
maximise their appearance. They should have a definite
deformity, whether it be a long nose, drooping tip or big
hump.'

Cultural considerations also come into play when
determining whether a patient is suitable for rhinoplasty. In
addition to a patient’s facial dimensions, their surgeon

should also take into account their cultural background
before performing rhinoplasty. ‘For example, patients of
Caucasian descent generally want to reduce their bridge
while those of Asian descent usually want to build it,’ says
Dr Nettle.

Anyone considering rhinoplasty should have realistic
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‘Cultural considerations also come
into play when determining whether a
patient is suitable for rhinoplasty’

Patients who are uncomfortable with a longer nose
can successfully seek cosmetic correction, says
Sydney plastic surgeon Dr Warwick Nettle.
Caroline Warnes reports.
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expectations. 'It's great for people to bring in photos of
celebrities to show what they want to achieve, but it's really
important for me to show them pre-operatively what can be
done realistically through the use of a digital morphing
program,' says Dr Nettle.

In the past, a long nose was often difficult to correct with
surgery as it is difficult to use the ‘closed’ technique, which
is preferred by many doctors for other types of rhinoplasty.
In fact, up until recent years many doctors would refuse to

operate on a longer nose, according to Dr Nettle.
By comparison, ‘open’ rhinoplasty involves making an

incision externally that joins up with the incisions made
inside the rim. This allows the surgeon to modify the

position of the cartilage in the lower part of the nose very
specifically, and  to adjust the angle, length and the way
they sit in comparison to the bridge. 

'Previously, we had to put in a lot of stitches between
the cartilage of the lower part of the nose,' Dr Nettle says.
'This involved fiddling with the tip to attain the best result.
However in the last few years suture techniques have been
refined, revolutionising the way the long nose is dealt with.

'Now we put more stitches between the lower cartilages
and the middle cartilages,' he says, allowing for more
precise correction of a long nose.

One of the surprise outcomes for many patients who
have corrective surgery for a long nose is improved
breathing. 'In the vast majority of cases, the patient's
breathing is improved, even if it wasn't an issue before
hand,' Dr Nettle explains.

But overall, the main motivation behind the majority of
rhinoplasty operations is to correct appearance issues.
Patients generally seek to build a degree of harmony
between the nose and the rest of the face in the quest to
achieve an improved facial appearance. acsm
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‘A surprise outcome for many patients
who have corrective surgery for long
nose is improved breathing’

BEFORE AFTER rhinoplasty by Dr Nettle

BEFORE AFTER rhinoplasty by Dr Nettle
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